WATCH: Hannity Takes On High-Profile Democrats in Post-Debate 'Spin Room'

Juanita Broaddrick: Trump Apologized; Where’s Hillary Clinton’s, Bill’s Apology?

Leaked email exchanges allegedly between Hillary Clinton and her 2016 campaign chair John Podesta reportedly show the Democratic nominee identify Saudi Arabia and Qatar as “clandestine financial and logistic” supporters of ISIS.

“While this military/para-military operation is moving forward, we need to use our diplomatic and more traditional intelligence assets to bring pressure on the governments of Qatar and Saudi Arabia, which are providing clandestine financial and logistic support to ISIL [Isis] and other radical Sunni groups in the region,” Clinton reportedly wrote in 2014.

“This effort will be enhanced by the stepped up commitment in the [Kurdish Regional Government]. The Qataris and Saudis will be put in a position of balancing policy between their ongoing competition to dominate the Sunni world and the consequences of serious US pressure.”

Watch John Bolton react above, and share your thoughts in the comments.

FINALLY FAIR AND BALANCED... Don’t miss the final presidential debate, moderated by Fox News' Chris Wallace, on Wednesday, October 19th at 9:00pm ET on Fox News Channel!